
1. binoculars The magnification on Farrah’s binocularsbinoculars is much greater than mine.
2. inaudible Adriel’s comment was inaudibleinaudible over the busy hustle of the street. 
3. bilingual Ben uses a daily app to help him become bilingualbilingual in English and Spanish.
4. audiovisual If you’re an audiovisualaudiovisual learner, having a slideshow to reference is helpful.  
5. phonetically Mr. Lang spelled the names out phoneticallyphonetically to help with correct pronunciation.
6. speculate “We shouldn’t speculatespeculate without more information,” said the reporter.
7. universal Did you know that many facial expressions are universaluniversal ?
8. monogram The actor wore a unique suit to the ceremony with a monogrammonogram on its pocket.  
9. multicultural There’s a wide array of multiculturalmulticultural television you can watch.
10. periscope  The soldiers used a periscopeperiscope to observe things outside of their bunker.
11. evidence  Makenna hired an exterminator after finding evidenceevidence of a termite infestation.
12. duplicate  You can never perfectly duplicateduplicate someone else’s work of art.
13. multitude  Our library has a multitudemultitude of resources on a variety of subjects.
14. dialogue  Yousef thought the characters’ dialoguedialogue sounded forced and fake.
15. monopoly  When there’s a complete monopolymonopoly on something, it’s bad for customers.
16. suspicion  The students’ whispers and guilty expressions raised their teacher’s suspiciosuspicionn.
17. polytheistic  PolytheisticPolytheistic religions can have dozens or even hundreds of gods and deities.
18. dehydration  One way to prevent dehydrationdehydration is to carry a water bottle.
19. reunion  Grandma is planning an enormous family reunionreunion for this upcoming summer.

20. aquatic  AquaticAquatic exercise provides unique challenges and benefits.

Review Words

21. subscription  Our music streaming subscriptionsubscription automatically renews each year.
22. retractable  Is the stadium roof retractablretractablee, or is it always closed?
23. extrovert  Armani is an extroverextrovertt, but his friend Sofia is much more reserved.

Challenge Words

24. kaleidoscope  The new phone filter produces a dazzling kaleidoscopekaleidoscope effect.
25. symphonies  Our school orchestra wants to perform two symphoniessymphonies this year. 
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